How to reach the Department of Oral Health Sciences at KU Leuven, Belgium

Our address

Department of Oral Health Sciences
University Hospital St. Raphael
Kapucijnenvoer 33, box 7001 – Block A
BE-3000 Leuven
☎: +32 16 33 25 82

The Department of Oral Health Sciences is located in the building of the University Hospitals Leuven, campus Saint-Raphael.

By flight

When arriving at Brussels/Zaventem airport – go to the underground railway station, located below the airport terminals at basement level -1.
Take the train to Leuven, which runs twice an hour. For more information on the actual schedules of the trains, please check the Belgian Railway website: http://www.belgianrail.be/en/Default.aspx

By public transport

The railway station of Leuven is at 2 km from the Campus Saint-Raphael. At the bus platforms in front of the railway station, busses leave approximately every 10 minutes. All busses departing from platform 2 (destination: Leuven - Gasthuisberg) stop in front of the main entrance of St. Raphael hospital. From the railway station, this stop is the 4th one (name bus stop: St. Rafaël). The journey from the station takes about 10 minutes.
For the latest information on bus connections and timetables, please have a look at [www.delijn.be](http://www.delijn.be)

**By car**

**Coming from Brussels**
- Take motorway E40 direction Luik/Liège
- Switch to the E314 motorway direction Genk/Hasselt/Leuven
- Immediately take exit nr 15-Leuven and proceed on the Koning Boudewijnlaan/N264. When crossing the ring road of Leuven, continue on the Kapucijnenvoer.

**Coming from Liège/Luik**
- Take motorway E40 direction Brussels/Leuven
- Switch to the E314 motorway direction Genk/Hasselt/Leuven
- Immediately take exit nr 15-Leuven and proceed on the Koning Boudewijnlaan/N264. When crossing the ring road of Leuven, continue on the Kapucijnenvoer.

**Coming from Genk/Hasselt**
- Take the E314 going to Brussel/Antwerpen/Leuven
- Take exit nr 17-Leuven and follow direction N2
- Take a left turn onto the Brusselsesteenweg/N2, and proceed on the N2 – continuing into the Brusselsestraat
- At the roundabout, take the first exit to the Goudsbloemstraat
- Next, take a left turn to the Sint-Hubertusstraat, and proceed to the Sint-Jacobsplein
- Take a right turn onto the Kapucijnenvoer

**Coming from Antwerp**
- Take motorway E19 direction Brussels
- At the junction Machelen, follow the E40 signs direction Leuven/Liège
- Switch to exit E314 direction Genk/Hasselt/Leuven
- Immediately take exit nr 15-Leuven and proceed on the Koning Boudewijnlaan/N264. When crossing the ring road of Leuven, continue on the Kapucijnenvoer.

You can also plan your route via [http://maps.google.com/](http://maps.google.com/)

**Public parking**
A public pay car park is available nearby at the Sint-Jacobsplein (payment via mobile or coins). You can reach the Kapucijnenvoer via the Biezenstraat.

**Upon arrival**
At the main entrance of the Saint-Raphael hospital (Kapucijnenvoer 33) take the elevator at your left hand to the 2nd floor (blue arrows). Exit the elevator, go left and take the next elevator at the right side of the corridor. Go to the 5th floor (leave the lift at the same side as you entered through – this lift has two doors). Upon exiting the lift, turn to the right, where you will find the Departmental Secretariat at your left hand, about halfway down the corridor.